On regularizing the MCTDH equations of motion.
The Multiconfiguration Time-Dependent Hartree (MCTDH) approach leads to equations of motion (EOM) which become singular when there are unoccupied so-called single-particle functions (SPFs). Starting from a Hartree product, all SPFs, except the first one, are unoccupied initially. To solve the MCTDH-EOMs numerically, one therefore has to remove the singularity by a regularization procedure. Usually the inverse of a density matrix is regularized. Here we argue and show that regularizing the coefficient tensor, which in turn regularizes the density matrix as well, leads to an improved performance of the EOMs. The initially unoccupied SPFs are rotated faster into their "correct direction" in Hilbert space and the final results are less sensitive to the choice of the value of the regularization parameter. For a particular example (a spin-boson system studied with a transformed Hamiltonian), we could even show that only with the new regularization scheme could one obtain correct results. Finally, in Appendix A, a new integration scheme for the MCTDH-EOMs developed by Lubich and co-workers is discussed. It is argued that this scheme does not solve the problem of the unoccupied natural orbitals because this scheme ignores the latter and does not propagate them at all.